
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Antonio Caldara  (1671-1736)    D'improvviso (1712)   

George Frideric Handel  (1685-1759)   Siete rose rugiadose HWV162 (c.1711-2)   

Alessandro Scarlatti  (1660-1725)   Leandro, anima mia 

Giovanni Bononcini  (1670-1747)   Lasciami un sol momento (1721)   

George Frideric Handel    Dolc' è pur d'amor l'affano HWV109 (c.1715-8)   
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The Italian Baroque cantata is a sketch in several 

movements on the theme of love. The movements 

alternate Recitative, the freely rhythmic singing 

speech of opera, and Aria, in strict time with repeated 

sections and melismas, lengthened syllables for 

stress. In Rome, an 18th-century lunchtime concert 

might consist of five cantatas just as here. 

Antonio Caldara, born in Venice, sang from boyhood 

to age 30 in St Mark’s Basilica. In 1699 he was the 

musical director for the Duke of Mantua who 

bankrupted his city state by overspending on the arts. 

In 1708 he moved to Rome to write an oratorio for 

Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni’s Accademia dell'Arcadia 

where he’d have met George Frideric Handel, who was 

learning how to write Italian opera. 

Ottoboni was the lyricist of Caldara’s cantata 

D’improvviso, which explores the spontaneity of love. 

Caldara, at the age of 40, was a newly-wed when he 

composed the score in Austria in 1712. Love is 

impetuous. He married Caterina Petrolli, contralto, 

who perhaps interpreted the spiky dotted rhythms 

and contorted melodies. The singer imitates the cello 

at the start. No other part is scored. The keyboard 

improvises chords to suit the harmony in what is 

called basso continuo, invented by Baroque musicians 

as a kind of shorthand. Imitation ceases at piaga 

('wound') which stretches melismatically. 

The work begins and ends with a so-called da capo 

aria, part one repeated (from the top) and ornamented 

after a contrasting middle section. In this first aria, the 

centre brightens in a major key. The singer 

demonstrates his skill and taste embellishing, 

Baroque style, the reprise. 

The recitative introduces Filli (Phyllis), whose 

crudeltà ('cruelty') surmounts ascending semitones. 

Her coolness attracts more than her beauty: a paradox 

of love. The central aria is an allegro with the cello 

echoed by the voice again, exploring now the theme - 

the more you charm, the more I suffer - with melismas 

elongating pietosa ('merciful'), the second one with 

sighs. The following recitative promotes Phyllis to 

goddess status and leads into an andante aria to 

close. The voice now echoes only half the opening 

cello line before obsessing on the tante piaghe ('many 

pains') of love. The middle part predicts that Phyllis 

will be grateful for her lover’s suffering fidelity. 

Handel meanwhile came to London and composed 

Siete rose rugiadose, a cantata for continuo and alto 

voice. Three movements cover the seductive text. A 

largo, slow and languorous, begins, the cello’s opening 

notes repeated by the voice, which then embellishes 

the melody with written ornaments including shakes 

and turns and a melisma stretching labbra ('lips') into a 

kiss with gasping breath halfway. The lover is inflamed 

and in the middle part extends accende ('sparks') with 

a searing long note and a flickering run. 

Handel lists the bocca ('mouth'), sospiri ('sighs'), bel 
riso lusinghiero ('fair, beguiling smile') and each of taci 

('silent') and parolette ('words') in a recitative before a 

new da capo aria concludes in panting three-time that 

these oral attributes alleviate the lover’s torment. In 

the middle part ridenti ('laugh') adds to the collection 

with a snickering melisma. 

Alessandro Scarlatti now sets Hero and Leander, 

lovers separated by the sea, in six movements. An 

anxious Ero worries in free rhythm about her lover’s 

nightly swim across the Hellespont. The cello 

introduces the da capo aria in which Ero beseeches 

the turbulent mar (the sea – a wave-like melisma) to 

spare her Leandro and begs, in the middle, the winds 

to be propitious. In recitative she calls Leandro: come! 

Agitation quickens the next aria, announced by cello, 

with mar now a long note. In the central section, Ero 

hopes her ardent love will dry him. In the last two 

movements, the narrator switches to third person and 

observes from afar. The plaintive aria extends the 

form, the voice an a capella echo of the cello which no 

longer is mere bassline but a counterpart. The 

melody’s internal echoes are obsessions, 

presages – presagi – of death. No cadence comes 

before the middle part which runs on like the sea. 

In the early 18th Century, Giovanni Bononcini was 

the star of European opera composers. The Earl of 

Burlington persuaded him to come to London in 1719. 

He announced himself by publishing an album of 

cantatas with a dedication to King George in 1721. It 

includes Lasciami un sol momento, written in three 

movements: first a largo aria, the cello pre-empting 

what the alto sings of treacherous love. A spiked 

melisma fits amara ('bitter') while the middle section 

colours cor ('heart') with a palpitating pulse. The recit 

introduces Eurillo and the unhappy Dorinda. The finale 

skips resentfully, the lover singing of quiet suffering on 

an ascending run. The same melisma in the middle 

section ornaments crudel but ends with a descent 

here – like a pricked balloon. 

Handel wrote Dolc’ è pur d'amor l'affanno in around 

1718 as he prepared to visit Europe for a singer-

hunting trip for London’s opera. He broke the mould. 

The voice no longer apes the cello’s start, but has an 

independent tune – cantabile (with singing tone) 

against the choppy dotted rhythms of the bass. The 

lyric likewise contrasts love’s pure sweetness with its 

torment, musing that it still results in joy – contento, 

sung to an elaborate melisma. In a minor key, the 

middle part concludes the same: when pene ('pain') 

and speme ('hope') unite, delight is more. The 

recitative dwells on love’s strange opposites – dolci 
ripulse ('sweet repulses'), graziosi sdegni ('gracious 

anger'). Finally, the last da capo aria admits confusion 

with the voice insistent on its ignorance - io non so ('I 

know not') in emphatic repetition on repeated notes. 

Melismas disappear. The middle section takes these 

repetitions and re-casts them in the cello and the 

voice, a unity which marked young Handel out. 
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All translations except ‘Dolc' è pur d'amor l'affano’ by Susannah Howe. 
 

 


